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Abstract. The BC− recurrent Finsler space introduced by Alaa et al. [1].

Now in this paper, we introduce and extend BC− birecurrent Finsler space by

using some properties of different spaces. We study the relationship between

Cartan’s second curvature tensor P i
jkh and (h)hv torsion tensor Ci

jk in sense of

Berwald. Additionally, the necessary and sufficient condition for some tensors

which satisfy birecurrence property will be discuss in different spaces. Four

theorems have been established and proved.
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1. Introduction

The tensors which satisfy a birecurrence property in Finsler spaces has been

discussed by the Finslerian geometers. The concept of C−birecurrent space

in sense of Cartan and Berwald were studied by Pandey and Verma [20] and

Sarangi and Goswami [13], respectively. Saleem [6] discussed Ch−generalized

birecurrent space and Ch−special generalized birecurrent space. Pandey and

Verma [20], Otman [9], Hanballa [8], Alqufail et al. [14] and Dikshit [23] intro-

duced Ch− birecurrnt space, BP− birecurrent space, BK−birecurrent space,

Kh− birecurrent space and Rh− birecurrent space, respectively. Also, Qasem

and Hanballa [10] studied Kh−generalized birecurrent space.

In the same vein, Saleem and Abdallah [7] introduced the Uh− birecurrent

Finsler space and discussed the necessary and sufficient condition for some

tensors which satisfy the birecurrence property.

Regarding to special spaces of Finsler space, Pandey and Dikshit [21] dis-

cussed P ∗− and P−reducible Finsler space of recurrent curvature tensor, Ot-

man [9] studied the properties of P2−like space and P ∗−space in Ph−birecurrent

space. In addition, Saleem [6] studied P2− like−generalized birecurrent space

and P2− like−Ch−special generalized birecurrent. Further, Saxena and Swa-

roop [22] used P−reducibility condition in spacial Finsler spaces. Recently, the

properties of P2−like space, P ∗−space and generalized P -reducible space in

generalized BP− recurrent space have been studied by [2, 3]. The main idea

of this paper to concentrate on obtaining the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for P i
jkh, Pijkh, P i

kh, Pjk, Pk and P which satisfy birecurrence property in

various spaces.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, important concept of Finsler geometry will be given in

this paper. An n−dimensional space Xn equipped with a function F (x, y) that

denoted by Fn = (Xn, F (x, y)) called a Finsler space if the function F (x, y)

satisfying the request conditions [5, 12, 15, 24].

Matsumoto [18] introduced the (h)hv−torsion tensor Cijk that is positively

homogeneous of degree −1 in yi and defined by

Cijk =
1

2
∂̇i gjk =

1

4
∂̇i∂̇j ∂̇k F

2.

By using Euler’s theorem on homogeneous function, we get

a) Cijk y
i = Ckij y

i = Cjki y
i = 0 and b) Ci

jk y
j = Ci

kj y
j = 0, (2.1)

where Ci
jk is called associate tensor of the tensor Cijk, these tensors are defined

by

a) Ch
ik = Cijkg

hj , b) Ci
ji = Cj and c) Cky

k = C, (2.2)
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The unit vector li and the associative vector li with the direction of yi are given

by

a) li =
yi

F
and b) li =

yi
F
. (2.3)

Berwald covariant derivative BkT
i
j of an arbitrary tensor field T i

j with respect

to xk is given by [12]

BkT
i
j = ∂kT

i
j − (∂̇rT

i
j )Gr

k + T r
j G

i
rk − T i

rG
r
jk.

Berwald covariant derivative of the vector yi vanish identically, i.e.

Bky
i = 0. (2.4)

The tensor P i
jkh is called hv−curvature tensor (Cartan’s second curvature ten-

sor) is positively homogeneous of degree -1 in yi and defined by [12]

P i
jkh = Ci

kh|j − g
irCjkh|r + Cr

jkP
i
rh − P r

jhC
i
rk, (2.5)

which satisfies the relation

P i
jkhy

j = Γ∗ijkhy
j = P i

kh = Ci
kh|ry

r, (2.6)

where P i
kh is (v)hv−torsion tensor which satisfies

P i
kh = Prkhg

ir, (2.7)

where Prkh is called associative tensor for v(hv)−torsion tensor.

P− Ricci tensor Pjk , curvature vector Pk and curvature scalar P of Cartan’s

second curvature tensor are given by

a) Pjk = P i
jki, b) P

i
ki = Pk and c) P = Pky

k, (2.8)

respectively.

Definition 2.1. A Finsler space Fn is called a P2−like space if the Cartan’s

secend curvature tensor P i
jkh is characterized by the condition [18]

P i
jkh = ϕjC

i
kh − ϕiCjkh, (2.9)

where ϕj and ϕi are non - zero covariant and contravariant vectors field, re-

spectively.

Definition 2.2. A Finsler space Fn is called a P ∗−Finsler space if the (v)hv−
torsion tensor P i

kh is characterized by the condition [11]

P i
kh = ϕCi

kh, (2.10)

where P i
jkhy

j = P i
kh = Ci

kh|sy
s.
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Definition 2.3. A Finsler space Fn is called a generalized P -reducible space if

the associate tensor Pjkh of (v)hv−torsion tensor P i
kh is characterized by the

condition [19, 25]

Pjkh = λCjkh + ϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk), (2.11)

where λ and ϑ are scalar vectors positively homogeneous of degree one in yj

and hjk is the angular metric tensor.

Definition 2.4. Let the current coordinates in the tangent space at the point x0
be xi, then the indicatrix In−1 is a hypersurface defined by [12] F

(
x0, x

i
)

= 1

or by the parametric form defined by xi = xi (ua), a = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.

Definition 2.5. The projection of any tensor T i
j on indicatrix In−1 given by

[12, 16]

p.T i
j = T a

b h
i
ah

b
j , (2.12)

where

hic = δic − lilc. (2.13)

The projection of the vector yi, the unit vector li and the metric tensor gij
on the indicatrix are given by p.yi = 0, p.li = 0 and p.gij = hij , where hij =

gij − lilj .

3. On BC−Birecurrent Space

In this section, we find the condition for different tensors which behave

as birecurrent in BC−birecurrent space. Matsumoto [17] introduced a Finsler

space which the (h)hv−torsion tensor Cijk and its associate tensor Ci
jk satisfy

the recurrence property in sense of Cartan. This space is called Ch−recurrent

space and characterized by the conditions

a) Ci
kh|m = λmC

i
kh and b) Cjkh|m = λmCjkh. (3.1)

Alaa et al. [1] introduced BC −RFn which is characterized by the conditions

a) BmC
i
kh = λmC

i
kh and b) BmCjkh = λmCjkh. (3.2)

Sarangi and Goswami [13] introduced a Finsler space which the (h)hv− torsion

tensor Cijk and its associate tensor Ci
jk satisfy the birecurrence property in

sense of Berwald and called it C−birecurrent space. Let us denote to this

space briefly by a BC −BRFn. This space characterized by the conditions

a) BlBmC
i
kh = almC

i
kh and b) BlBmCjkh = almCjkh, (3.3)

where alm = Blλm + λlλm. Using eq. (3.1) in (2.5), we get

P i
jkh = λjC

i
kh − λiCjkh + Cr

jkP
i
rh − Ci

rkP
r
jh, (3.4)

where λi = λrg
ir.
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In next theorem we get the necessary and sufficient condition for some ten-

sors which behave as birecurrent tensor in BC −BRFn.

Theorem 3.1. In BC−BRFn, Cartan’s second curvature tensor P i
jkh, torsion

tensor P i
kh, P−Ricci tensor Pjk, curvature vector Pk and curvature scalar P

satisfy the birecurrence property if and only if

{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ci
kh

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmλ

i)λl − (Blλ
i)λm}Cjkh

+{λm(BlP
i
rh) + λl(BmP

i
rh) + (BlBmP

i
rh)}Cr

jk

−{λm(BlP
r
jh) + λl(BmP

r
jh) + (BlBmP

r
jh)}Ci

rk = 0, (3.5)

{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ci
khy

j

−{λm(BlP
r
jh) + λl(BmP

r
jh) + (BlBmP

r
jh)}Ci

rky
j = 0, (3.6)

{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ck

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmλ

i)λl − (Blλ
i)λm}Cjki

+{λm(BlPr) + λl(BmPr) + (BlBmPr)}Cr
jk

−{λm(BlP
r
ji) + λl(BmP

r
ji) + (BlBmP

r
ji)}Ci

rk = 0, (3.7)

{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Cky
j

−{λm(BlP
r
ji) + λl(BmP

r
ji) + (BlBmP

r
ji)}Ci

rky
j = 0, (3.8)

and

{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Cyj = 0, (3.9)

respectively.

Proof. Taking B− covariant derivative for eq. (3.4) twice with respect to

xm and xl, respectively, using eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in the resulting equation,

we get

BlBmP
i
jkh = alm(λjC

i
kh − λiCjkh + Cr

jkP
i
rh − Ci

rkP
r
jh)

+{(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ci
kh

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmλ

i)λl − (Blλ
i)λm}Cjkh

+{λm(BlP
i
rh) + λl(BmP

i
rh) + (BlBmP

i
rh)}Cr

jk

−{λm(BlP
r
jh) + λl(BmP

r
jh) + (BlBmP

r
jh)}Ci

rk.

Using eq. (3.4) in above equation, we get

BlBmP
i
jkh = almP

i
jkh + {(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ci

kh

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmλ

i)λl − (Blλ
i)λm}Cjkh

+{λm(BlP
i
rh) + λl(BmP

i
rh) + (BlBmP

i
rh)}Cr

jk

−{λm(BlP
r
jh) + λl(BmP

r
jh) + (BlBmP

r
jh)}Ci

rk. (3.10)
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This shows that

BlBmP
i
jkh = almP

i
jkh. (3.11)

if and only if eq. (3.5) holds.

Transvecting eq. (3.10) by yj , using (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6), we get

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh + {(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ci

khy
j

−{λm(BlP
r
jh) + λl(BmP

r
jh) + (BlBmP

r
jh)}Ci

rky
j (3.12)

This shows that

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh. (3.13)

if and only if eq. (3.6) holds.

Contracting the indices i and h in eq. (3.10), using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmPjk = almPjk + {(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Ck

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmλ

i)λl − (Blλ
i)λm}Cjki

+{λm(BlPr) + λl(BmPr) + (BlBmPr)}Cr
jk

−{λm(BlP
r
ji) + λl(BmP

r
ji) + (BlBmP

r
ji)}Ci

rk. (3.14)

This shows that

BlBmPjk = almPjk. (3.15)

if and only if eq. (3.7) holds.

Contracting the indices i and h in eq. (3.12), using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmPk = almPk + {(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Cky
j

−{λm(BlP
r
ji) + λl(BmP

r
ji) + (BlBmP

r
ji)}Ci

rky
j (3.16)

This shows that

BlBmPk = almPk (3.17)

if and only if eq. (3.8) holds.

Transvecting eq. (3.16) by yk, using (2.2), (2.4) and (2.8), we get

BlBmP = almP + {(BlBmλj) + (Bmλj)λl + (Blλj)λm}Cyj (3.18)

This shows that

BlBmP = almP. (3.19)

if and only if eq. (3.9) holds.

Consequently, from eqs. (3.11), (3.13), (3.15), (3.17) and (3.19), we deduce

that the behavior of P i
jkh, P i

kh, Pjk, Pk and P in BC − BRFn as birecurrent

if and only if eqs. (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), respectively hold. Hence,

we have proved this theorem.
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4. Special Spaces of BC−Birecurrent Space

In this section, we merge the BC− birecurrent space with particular

spaces of Finsler space to get new spaces.

4.1. A P2−Like BC−Birecurrent Space.

Definition 4.1. The BC−birecurrent space which is P2−like space, i.e. sat-

isfies the condition (2.9), will be called a P2−like BC−birecurrent space and

will be denoted briefly by P2−like−BC −BRFn.

In next theorem we get the necessary and sufficient condition for some ten-

sors which behave as birecurrent tensor in P2−like−BC −BRFn.

Theorem 4.2. In P2−like−BC − BRFn, Cartans second curvature tensor

P i
jkh, torsion tensor P i

kh, P−Ricci tensor Pjk and curvature vector Pk satisfy

the birecurrence property if and only if

{(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ci
kh

−{(BlBmϑ
i)− (Bmϑ

i)λl − (Blϑ
i)λm}Cjkh = 0, (4.1)

{(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ci
khy

j = 0, (4.2)

{(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ck

−{(BlBmϑ
i)− (Bmϑ

i)λl − (Blϑ
i)λm}Cjki = 0 (4.3)

and

{(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Cky
j = 0. (4.4)

respectively.

Proof. Taking B− covariant derivative for the condition (2.9) twice with

respect to xm and xl, respectively, using eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in the resulting

equation, we get

BlBmP
i
jkh = alm(ϑjC

i
kh − ϑiCjkh)

+{(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ci
kh

−{(BlBmλ
i)− (Bmϑ

i)λl − (Blϑ
i)λm}Cjkh.

Using the condition (2.9) in above equation, we get

BlBmP
i
jkh = almP

i
jkh + {(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ci

kh

−{(BlBmϑ
i)− (Bmϑ

i)λl − (Blϑ
i)λm}Cjkh. (4.5)

This shows that BlBmP
i
jkh = almP

i
jkh if and only if eq. (4.1) holds.

Transvecting eq. (4.5) by yj using (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6), we get

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh + {(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ci

khy
j . (4.6)

This shows that BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh if and only if eq. (4.2) holds.
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Contracting the indices i and h in eq. (4.5), using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmPjk = almPjk + {(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Ck

−{(BlBmϑ
i)− (Bmϑ

i)λl − (Blϑ
i)λm}Cjki. (4.7)

This shows that BlBmPjk = almPjk if and only if eq. (4.3) holds.

Contracting the indices i and h in eq. (4.6), using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmPk = almPk + {(BlBmϑj) + (Bmϑj)λl + (Blϑj)λm}Cky
j (4.8)

This shows that BlBmPk = almPk if and only if eq. (4.4) holds.

Consequently, from previous equations we proved that the behavior of P i
jkh,

P i
kh, Pjk and Pk in P2−like−BC − BRFn as birecurrent if and only if eqs.

(4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), respectively hold. Hence, we have proved this

theorem.

4.2. A P ∗− BC−Birecurrent Space.

Definition 4.3. The BC−birecurrent space which is P ∗− space, i.e. satisfies

the condition (2.10), will be called a P ∗ − BC−birecurrent space and will be

denoted briefly by P ∗ −BC −BRFn .

In next theorem we get the necessary and sufficient condition for some ten-

sors which behave as recurrent tensor in P ∗− BC −BRFn.

Theorem 4.4. In P ∗− BC−BRFn, the torsion tensor P i
kh, curvature vector

Pk and curvature scalar P satisfy the birecurrence property if and only if

[BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]Ci
kh = 0, (4.9)

[BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]Ck = 0 (4.10)

and

[BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]C = 0, (4.11)

respectively.

Proof. Taking B− covariant derivative for the condition (2.10) twice with

respect to xm and xl, respectively, using eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) in the resulting

equation, we get

BlBmP
i
kh = ϑalmC

i
kh + [BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]Ci

kh.

Using the condition (2.10) in above equation, we get

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh + [BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]Ci

kh (4.12)

This shows that BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh if and only if eq. (4.9) holds.

Contracting the indices i and h in eq. (4.12), using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmPk = almPk + [BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]Ck (4.13)

This shows that BlBmPk = almPk if and only if eq. (4.10) holds.
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Transvecting eq. (4.13) by yk, using (2.2) and (2.8), we get

BlBmP = almP + [BlBmϑ+ λl (Bmϑ) + λm (Blϑ)]C (4.14)

This shows that BlBmP = almP if and only if eq. (4.11) holds.

Consequently, from previous equations we proved that the behavior of P i
kh,

Pk and P in P ∗− BC − BRFn as birecurrent if and only if eqs. (4.9), (4.10)

and (4.11), respectively hold. Hence, we have proved this theorem.

4.3. A P−Reducible −BC−Birecurrent Space.

Definition 4.5. The BC−birecurrent space which is generalized P -reducible

space, i.e. satisfies the condition (2.11), will be called a P−reducible −BC−birecurrent

space and will be denoted briefly by P−reducible −BC −BRFn.

In next theorem we get the necessary and sufficient condition for some ten-

sors which be non-vanishing in P−reducible −BC −BRFn.

Theorem 4.6. In P−reducible−BC − BRFn, Berwalds covariant derivative

of the second order for the tensors ϑ(hikCh + hkhC
i + hihCk) and ϑ(hjkCh +

hkhCj + hhjCk) are given by

BlBm

[
ϑ(hikCh + hkhC

j + hihCk)
]

= almϑ(hikCh + hkhC
i + hihCk) (4.15)

− [BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl + (Blλ)λm]Ci
kh

and

BlBm[ϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk)] = almϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk)

−[BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl + (Blλ)λm]Cjkh (4.16)

if and only if the torsion tensor P i
kh and associate torsion tensor Pjkh satisfy

the birecurrence property, respectively.

Proof. Transvecting the condition (2.11) by gij , using (2.7) and (2.2), we

get

P i
kh = λCi

kh + ϑ(hikCh + hkhC
i + hihCk), (4.17)

where hik = gijhjk and Ci = gijCj .

Taking B− covariant derivative for the condition (4.17) twice with respect

to xm and xl respectively, using eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in the resulting equation,

we get

BlBmP
i
kh = λalmC

i
kh + [BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl + (Blλ)λm]Ci

kh

+BlBm

[
ϑ(hikCh + hkhC

i + hihCk)
]
.

Using the condition (4.17) in above equation, we get

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh − almϑ(hikCh + hkhC

i + hihCk) + [BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl

+ (Blλ)λm]Ci
kh + BlBm[ϑ(hikCh + hkhC

j + hihCk)].
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Then Berwalds covariant derivative of the second order for the tensor ϕ
(
hikCh+

hkhC
i + hihCk

)
satisfies eq. (4.15) if and only if

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh.

The above equation refer to P i
kh satisfies the birecurrence property.

Taking B− covariant derivative for the condition (2.11) twice with respect

to xm and xl, respectively, using eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in the resulting equation,

we get

BlBmPjkh = λalmCjkh + [BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl + (Blλ)λm]Cjkh

+BlBm[ϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk)].

Using the condition (2.11) in above equation, we get

BlBmPjkh = almPjkh − almϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk)

+ [BlBmλ+ (Bmλ)λl + (Blλ)λm]Cjkh

+BlBm [ϑ(hjkCh + hkhCj + hhjCk)] .

Then Berwalds covariant derivative of the second order for the tensor ϕ
(
hjkCh+

hkhCj + hhjCk

)
satisfies eq. (4.16) if and only if

BlBmPjkh = almPjkh.

The above equation refer to Pjkh satisfies the birecurrence property. Hence, we

have proved this theorem.

5. An Example

In this section, we give an example to clarify the proved findings.

Example 5.1. The behavior of the torsion tensor P i
kh as birecurrent if and

only if the projection on indicatrix for it is also birecurrent.

Firstly, since the torsion tensor P i
kh behaves as birecurrent, then the condi-

tion (3.13) is satisfied. In view of (2.12), the projection of the torsion tensor

P i
kh on indicatrix is given by

p.P i
kh = P a

bch
i
ah

b
kh

c
h. (5.1)

Using B−covariant derivative for eq. (5.1) twice with respect to xm and xl, re-

spectively, using the condition (3.13) and the fact that hab is covariant constant

in above equation, we get

BlBm

(
p.P i

kh

)
= alm

(
P a
bch

i
ah

b
kh

c
h

)
.

Using eq. (5.1) in above equation, we get

BlBm

(
p.P i

kh

)
= alm

(
p.P i

kh

)
. (5.2)
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Equation (5.2) refers to the projection on indicatrix for the torsion tensor P i
kh

behaves as birecurrent.

Secondly, let the projection on indicatrix for the torsion tensor P i
kh is bire-

current, i.e. satisfy eq. (5.2). Using (2.12) in eq. (5.2), we get

BlBm

(
P a
bc h

i
ah

b
kh

c
h

)
= alm

(
P a
bc h

i
ah

b
kh

c
h

)
.

By using (2.13) in above equation, we get

BlBm

[
P i
kh − P i

kcl
clh − P i

bhl
blk + P i

bcl
blkl

clh

−P a
khl

ila + P a
kcl

ilal
clh + P a

bhl
ilal

blk − P a
bcl

ilal
blkl

clh
]

= alm
[
P i
kh − P i

kcl
clh − P i

bhl
blk + P i

bcl
blkl

clh

−P a
khl

ila + P a
kcl

ilal
clh + P a

bhl
ilal

blk − P a
bcl

ilal
blkl

clh
]
.

In view of (2.3) and if

P a
bcya = P a

bcy
b = P a

bcy
c = 0,

then above equation can be written as

BlBmP
i
kh = almP

i
kh.

The above equation means the torsion tensor P i
kh behaves as birecurrent.

6. Conclusion

We obtained the necessary and sufficient condition for Cartan’s second

curvature tensor P i
jkh, associate curvature tensor Pijkh, torsion tensor P i

kh,

P−Ricci tensor Pjk, curvature vector Pk and scalar curvature P which satisfy

birecurrence property in BC − BRFn, P2 − like −BC − BRFn, P ∗− BC −
BRFn and P−reducible −BC−BRFn. Furthermore, the relationship between

Cartan’s second curvature tensor P i
jkh and (h)hvtorsion tensor Ci

jk in sense of

Berwald has been discussed.
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